CONTESTED GROUND


Through time he's been travelling to look for a planet to settle down as he makes the sky, the trees, the land and each different group of people—like the Chinese, the English, the Europeans and the Aborigines. Everybody has their own piece of land to live in. Then when he found his resting place he went into a very, very deep sleep. As he slept he started to dream into the future. It showed his people were very very happy living in peace, killing only what they need to live for their food.

As they go along they start to use fire, to cook, to cut shapes out of trees, to carry their water and other objects. Then some of the men started to cut out big parts out of the trees to make boats to go and hunt and they were so in peace until the white people came out here. Destroying the land itself cause their land was over populated. So they sent a lot of the convicts out here to work, so they can start to build the land up, put buildings in, farming and stuff. Then they started to destroy the native people of this land.

Then the Rainbow Serpent started to go into a type of nightmare dream. He sees in his dream how they destroyed a lot of animals we will never see again. As it gets closer to the 19th century they start to turn out cities—they called it the great country, the land of opportunity, for the whites, but not for the dark people of this land. We were thought of as the lowest class in this land of 'theirs'.

As the spirit was still dreaming his nightmare he sees a lot of things that are going to happen soon, like drugs, alcohol, deaths in custody. He likes to see all different personalities living together as one, white going out with dark people, dark people living with whites in harmony and no racism. But the Rainbow Serpent can see this is not going to be because a lot of the people today are still destroying us in devious ways. When the spirit shall have woken you shall have a lot to answer for what you have done to us. Then you had better watch out because he is your judge and he will destroy you all in a very evil way.

HJ Wedge
12 February 1993
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First, unlike some self-proclaimed ‘experts’ of other disciplines, whose self-interest was (and in some cases still is) served by projecting Aborigines as a dependent people who require someone to speak on their behalf, most historians of my acquaintance recognise the necessity for Aboriginal people to repossess their own history. In this volume’s introduction, Ann McGrath states specifically that most of the contributions were written by non-Aboriginal authors and these do not claim to be ‘Aboriginal History’.

Second, the non-Aboriginal authors in this volume played vital roles in propelling the history of Aboriginal Australia to the forefront of national debate. Henry Reynolds’ trilogy—*The Other Side of the Frontier, Frontier and Dispossession*—dilacerated the myth that this country was peacefully settled; Ann McGrath’s *Born in the Cattle*, a poignant account of interaction between Aboriginal women and European society, is now indelibly written into the
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Introduction

In 1980 I had a home in Darwin with a delightful, though sometimes pea-green, swimming pool. The property was a steal because it was right next door to an Aboriginal community. On my first real estate inspection, all the beige curtains along that side of the house were drawn closed, although it was still daytime. On my second visit, the vendor demonstrated how, if the dogs barked too much, I could simply fire a few rifle shots into the 'reserve'.

Unlike all the other houses in my street, Bagot's large Aboriginal population had no pool and no telephone, so the new non-hostile neighbours came in handy. After growing up in Brisbane (where the Aboriginal family across the road was one of the few I knew) and having also lived in Melbourne, I was gratified to see so many Aboriginal survivors all around me, and relieved they walked that ground with such dignity. Their speech, singing, the occasional bouts of all-night chanting, the campfire cooking smells, the goannas and bush turkeys who used my backyard as a safe haven; it was all fascinating. But I got annoyed

Preceding page: Australia showing the Aboriginal population in 1991. BASED UPON INFORMATION CONTAINED IN DAVID HORTON (ED.), THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF ABORIGINAL AUSTRALIA, ABORIGINAL STUDIES PRESS, CANBERRA, 1994
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INTRODUCTION

when I woke to see little faces peering out from inside my mango tree or came home to find shiny kids jumping out of the pool. More disturbing were the number of emergency calls required for police and ambulance.

With a sense of high purpose, I went to a special neighbourhood meeting to argue for more facilities on Bagot. It was attended by a local Member of Parliament, a man who had grown up alongside Aboriginal people. Many Bagot residents viewed him as family but I had seen him ignore them when they waved. At this meeting, the MP proclaimed 'border tensions' in a style evoking cowboy films. One Aboriginal man sat at the back of the group but did not speak. My suggestion that Aborigines should have a swimming pool received raucous laughter; similarly public phones, everyone agreed, would only be vandalised. Neighbours suggesting the construction of a higher fence and the closure of all gates which allowed pedestrian access to the 'white' streets gained enthusiastic support. Angry and sickened, I continued with my swimming pool campaign elsewhere, until politely told by a Bagot community Councillor that they didn't want one in case somebody drowned. Exactly my problem but additionally, they feared payback against the swimming-pool supporters.

Around the same time, Shiela, a Malak Malak woman from Daly River, told me a story about the visit of some young Tasmanians. 'They said they were blackfellers but they weren't black!' she remembered.

They had white skin, red hair, they talked like white people. We couldn't believe them at first. But then they told us what had happened to their people, how they had lost their land, language, business. They had come a long, long way to see how us mob lived. We came to understand them a little bit. We felt really sad for them people, they were good young people and they were Aboriginal.

Boundaries, property rights, skin colour: Australia's history, like the land itself, remains contested ground. The fuller, Australia-wide story is new to both Aborigines and non-Aborigines. It is that story which this book is about. Contested Ground argues that after British colonialism took hold in Australia, the people now known as the Aborigines began to share a common past. But they also had many different pasts. As well as differing clan traditions,
they were subject to particular conditions in the different colonies and states.

‘Australians’ and ‘Aborigines’ are not mutually exclusive categories. All Australians, black and white, are bound together by a collective past as well as a present; this past lives on today, moulding and reinforcing national life. Australia’s history helps explain the deep sense of injustice and the strong sense of common historical experience shared by Aboriginal people. It helps explain the economic, social and residential status of Aboriginal people and their attitudes to white Australians and the nation. Aboriginal Australians do not forget their past; the story of their dispossession lives within them and the memories are handed on to future generations.

Irrespective of where their ancestors were born, all Australians enjoy the spoils and suffer the consequences of the British invasion. Yet as Pat Dodson, Chair of the Aboriginal Council for Reconciliation, has stated: ‘So much of the injustice and inequity is related to the lack of knowledge non-Aboriginal people have about our history . . .’¹ More white Australians are finding an increasingly urgent desire to study that past. Perhaps in doing so, they will relinquish some of their fear and denial. To date Aboriginal dispossession has led the colonising class to adopt various stances, to develop a distinctive series of national mythologies. Aboriginal people too, have developed interpretations of the past, of colonial takeover. The peoples have long compared and depicted themselves, favourably and unfavourably, against the other. The history of Australia has thus involved not only two centuries of conflict and collaboration but also a prolonged period of invention, of legend-making, on the part of both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Australians.

This book provides a general history of Aboriginal–white relations in Australian history. The national history chapter offers a broad overview which stresses selected themes, especially Aborigines and the State, colonial authority, surveillance, crime and punishment. A series of separate general histories then cover each state and the Northern Territory. We start with New South Wales as the place of the first British occupation, followed by its early offshoots, which became Victoria and Queensland. Western Aus-
tralia, South Australia and the Northern Territory follow. All had larger areas of undeveloped Crown land which have now become, or have the potential to be returned as, Aboriginal territory. South Australia and the Northern Territory have been placed consecutively because of their close association. Tasmania, which receives two chapters, has been placed last because of its unusual legacy of denying Aboriginal existence.

The presence of two Tasmanian chapters came about because the Pallawah author, Vicki Matson-Green, originally down to write the Tasmanian chapter, had to withdraw from the project unexpectedly. When eventually sent my substitute chapter for comments, Vicki objected to its white authorship and tone and was then in a position to write her chapter, so the deadline was extended. Matson-Green’s chapter, chapter 9, emphasises the twentieth century while chapter 8 focuses on the nineteenth. Matson-Green’s chapter is placed at the end of the state histories because it represents and serves as a fitting conclusion. It demonstrates how, for Aboriginal Australians, regaining pride of identity has been closely tied up with reclaiming the past as well as the present. Matson-Green’s chapter highlights the distinctive vision and insights Aboriginal people bring to writing their own history and the inclusion of two different versions of one state’s history also exemplifies the contested nature of all writing about Aboriginal–white relations.

The final chapter, chapter 10, presents a survey of history writing about Aboriginal topics, expanding on the controversies of its politics and practice. It also contextualises the historical background to the study of Aboriginal history from which these chapters emerge. Readers interested in gaining more insight into historiography, bibliographical clues or the editor’s scholarly and political perspective might find this the best place to start reading.

Contested Ground is the first colony by colony, state by state history of white–Aboriginal relations. Given the fact that Aboriginal matters were in the hands of the colonies and later states, and still remain so to an extent, this approach would seem not only practical but appropriate. The various authors have drawn out some of the differences and similarities between the states but this book highlights the need for further comparative analysis.
Indeed, many authors were reluctant to make sweeping comparisons between their focus state and others. This was partly due to lack of existing studies along these lines but also due to a belief that other regional factors were equally significant. This being a general history, however, it was essential that authors gave special prominence to the common threads, the shared experiences.

Important variables affecting Aboriginal communities nonetheless deserve attention. These include the date of first contact, speed and intensity of settlement or invasion, the population of intruders, type of land use, (for example: mining, pastoralism, agriculture, urban) weapons and transport technology used, government policy, mission policy, contemporary frontier outlook, including racial ideology, demand for labour or converts, demand for sexual services of Aboriginal women. On the Aboriginal side, factors included the ruggedness and extent of their land area, its inaccessibility to horses, the existing Aboriginal ecology and level of vital resource depletion, population density and mobility, ability to hide out, impact of or immunity to diseases, gender imbalances in their populations, clan philosophy, prior intelligence of invaders, resistance strategies, including weaponry and guerilla resistance, desire to fight or co-operate, whether they had enemy clans collaborating with white police and settlers. Such factors, and many more, led to myriad regional variations.

Over and above these, however, each colony, barring Tasmania, had its own legislation governing Aboriginal inhabitants. On Federation, each state continued to enact specific policies for these people, over whom the Commonwealth had no powers until the late 1960s. All Aboriginal people in the respective states and the Northern Territory thus shared a common experience of being under 'the Ordinance' or 'the Act'. While there were many different histories around Australia, there were also many commonalities.

A number of Aboriginal authors were approached to write general state histories for the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody (RCIADIC) from which this book emanates. These included Jackie Huggins, Noel Pearson, Marcia Langton and Errol West. Regrettably, with the exception of West, they were unable to join the Commission's History Project, though
most contributed significantly in other ways. Nonetheless, I am pleased that this is the first national history to reflect significant consultation with Aboriginal people. All chapters are written by leading historians in their fields, originating as reports written for the Royal Commission. But they have been substantially rewritten to inform a wider readership. In order of appearance, the chapter authors are myself, Heather Goodall, Richard Broome, Henry Reynolds and Dawn May, Peggy Brock, Peter Read, Sandy Toussaint and Maykutenner (Vicki Matson-Green). As well as expertise in their respective regions, the historians were selected because they had past records of engagement in Aboriginal political issues and of working with Aboriginal communities and organisations. They and myself as editor (previously as National Co-ordinator of the History Project of the RCIADIC) were required to liaise with the Aboriginal Issues Units in each regional office of the Royal Commission. Consequently, the contents of the papers were discussed with numerous representatives of regional Aboriginal communities. Aboriginal leaders also advised during the History Project, especially Pat Dodson, the first Aboriginal Royal Commissioner, Marcia Langton, who headed the Northern Territory Aboriginal Issues Unit, lawyer and now Social Justice Commissioner, Mick Dodson and Errol West, then a lecturer at the Riawunna Aboriginal Centre at the University of Tasmania.

Although we generally attempted to use a common terminology, there remain many difficulties in choosing the correct words. The question of whether Australia was invaded or settled, which is, after all, the fundamental premise of the nation's establishment, remains controversial and for many, an extremely disturbing issue. 'Invasion' and 'settlement' have become powerful signifiers for political understandings and agendas. There are many different ways of approaching the problem. Some historians argue that it is a question of perspective; if you are Aboriginal, then it was invasion but if you are white, it was settlement. But can it be totally relative like this; is it only a question of what was going on in people's minds? Furthermore, are we more interested in past participants' mentalities or today's minds reflecting upon history? If we are concerned with contemporary understandings,
we would find that amongst the British in the early nineteenth century, opinions differed sharply, with humanitarians concerned about the usurpation of land from Aborigines. By the same token, few of the British—convicts or officers—saw themselves as permanent settlers, let alone nation builders. Those men who first ventured onto frontiers all over Australia were often prisoners, military men with temporary postings, or travelling miners or pastoral speculators looking for quick money. Aboriginal reactions were also mixed and they did not always conceive of the strangers as enemies; they had particular local words and concepts to explain what we now know to be the beginnings of Australia’s ‘colonisation’. It would seem, therefore, that rather than being interested in describing the ‘authentic historical moment’, it is more imperative to find words to explain the long-term and ongoing process and its impact.

A growing number of people believe a clear question of justice is at stake, and that because Aboriginal people were killed and lands stolen, it must have been invasion. With the High Court Mabo case of 1992, the law was called upon to adjudicate the premises of British takeover. The law can be rather complicated in its interpretation of legal principle. Yet a complex reading is probably more accurate than a simple dichotomy. And after all, why is it always posited as invasion or settlement? Why not invasion and settlement? Or settlement and invasion? In trying desperately to achieve ‘political correctness’, there is a danger that some aspects might be exaggerated at the expense of others.

This book therefore adopts a range of terms where they seem most appropriate but it always stresses the intrinsically colonial nature of power relations. The paradigm of race relations provides an inadequate tool to explain the peculiar tensions between indigeces and colonisers. Colonialism has wider explanatory potential, for the conflict between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people was not premised only on ‘race’ notions but upon the wider power relations implicit in a colonial past. In this light, the relationship of Aborigines to the nation also requires close exam-

ination. Important questions which all Australians must address include the extent to which Aborigines were seen as outside the white nation, by what means this was enforced and reinforced,
INTRODUCTION

and indeed why they were excluded so long from Australian citizenship. The term ‘post-colonial’ is favoured by some but I do not think it altogether appropriate; Aborigines have not gained full independence. Since the British invasion, and even after Federation, Australia’s history is still ‘colonial’ not only because Aborigines continue to be colonised but because the country is still subservient to an imperial power and at the time of writing does not have its own head of state. Aborigines and non-Aborigines alike remain subjects of the British Crown.

Today the term ‘Aboriginal’ is another topic of intense debate among indigenous people and academics. Previously, it was state legislation which defined who fitted the category ‘Aboriginal’, according to skin colour, ‘caste’ and lifestyle, whereas today, identity depends upon self-definition or community acceptance. In this book the authors have most often used ‘Aboriginal people’ or ‘Aborigines’ for people of Aboriginal descent. ‘Aboriginal’ means people of the soil or indigenes but in Australia it identifies a particular people. Many Aborigines, however, still have land associations which provide a strong sense of belonging and a specific identity. The terms Kooris or Murris are becoming common currency in south-eastern Australia, as is Pallawah in parts of Tasmania. For many other people their nationality, their allegiances, are defined by their Aboriginality. A sense of a common history is primary to that definition but so is a common present, and something of an essential way of experiencing and thinking about the world or ‘thinking black’. But this is complicated by the inevitable cultural fusion which has taken place due to exposure to the broader community and government assimilationist policies. Some people are now claiming a dual identity, for example ‘Aboriginal–Irish’. But generally, identity is a prime example of the intersection of the personal, the political and the history of both; it sometimes includes a process of self-discovery and a public declaration, often symbolised by an empowering switch of voice to that of the colonised. (See chapter 10 for more on this issue.)

Hence non-Aborigines are distinguished as ‘whites’ or ‘Whites’ and sometimes, where it seems appropriate, as ‘British’ or ‘Europeans’, terms denoting either cultural or ‘racial’ origins.
The term ‘white’ is not so much a description of skin colour as a label given by others; no one is really coloured white, red or black. In New Zealand, the categories Maori and Pakeha are in popular usage. In the Australian case, the hundreds of Aboriginal dialects make a common term problematic. In the Kimberleys it is ‘gadia’. In Arnhem Land the whites are called ‘balanda’, a Dutch derived word adopted from the Macassarese.

Most of the history contained in this book is not claiming to be ‘Aboriginal history’, that is, to tell the story from an Aboriginal perspective. It is predominantly written by members of the colonising class and it is about the relations between two peoples entwined in the process of colonialism. Any study of Australian colonialism is inevitably a product of the very subject it seeks to write about. Acknowledging that most of the authors are inevitably implicated, we nonetheless share a strong concern for justice. Our work as historians attempts to fight ignorance and hopefully will contribute towards redressing some of the wrongs of the past. But we are still influenced, enriched and entrapped, by culture-bound and often insensitive traditions such as humanitarianism, liberal philosophy, New-Left scholarship and feminism. We believe, however, that greater knowledge brings greater understanding and hopefully this will bring change.

The Mabo debate led Australians, with or without mango trees, to fear the symbolic sanctity of their backyards. *Contested Ground* tells a story which is essential to Australia’s history, one which is much more than just a struggle for real estate. As the Aboriginal leader Galarrwuy Yunupingu stated, ‘when you take away someone’s land, you take away part of their insides’. The contested nature of Australian history and of its soil and sea has flavoured the questioning of our national identity; of what we should celebrate, of who can celebrate. It has raised many questions relating to symbols like the flag, the anthem and more fundamentally, the monarchy and our Constitution. In considering what we hope to achieve for the centenary of Federation in 2001, the issue of Aboriginal reconciliation has become the most important issue of all.
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NOTES

2 A. Markus considers a framework for these in 'Through the Past Darkly', Aboriginal History, vol.1, no.1, which informs the proceeding discussion.
3 Personal communication to author, 1986.
**1**

**A national story**

TERRA nullius, or unoccupied land, was the legally endorsed premise of the British occupation of Australia. This convenient imperial fantasy has long shaped Australia’s past, and history writing and teaching has provided it longevity in both law and the popular imagination. Dissenting voices were heard; humanitarians and experts in jurisprudence worried that the Australian colonies were out of step with other ‘new world’ countries such as North America and neighbouring New Zealand. Nonetheless, terra nullius remained firm, being only one of many hypocrisies implicit in colonialism. In Australia a collective consciousness of denial emerged. Unlike the ‘dark continent’ of Africa, full of its ‘conquered’ peoples, twentieth century Australia became the ‘empty continent’. Its history books attempted to fill Australia’s vast spaces with stories of male discovery, exploration and above all, with ‘settlement’, which became, in the Australian context, a euphemistic term for conquering by force and outnumbering the indigenous population.

Australian history can be summarised as the story of how Aboriginal peoples lost a continent and how the invaders gained one. While opponents of Aboriginal rights argue that land rights or native title will divide the nation, any study of the past reveals that from the earliest times, the British set about creating boundaries and social divisions; the land and its riches were divided up in increasingly uneven portions between the newcomers and the Aboriginal people.
CONTESTED GROUND

It is deceptive to assume that ‘colonial Australia’ ended with the coming of the twentieth century, or that successful British settlement meant the end of ‘colonial’ relations between Aborigines and non-Aborigines. For the first three decades after Federation, the conflict over land, river and sea was still proceeding. Forced relocation and dispossession continued during the decades which followed. Since the British invasion, colonial relations were entrenched not only by land takeover but also by a wide variety of ideas and beliefs, and by the economic, legal, political and social structures which institutionalised and perpetuated them.2

Some areas have been more effectively colonised than others, and it is in the less populated regions such as the Kimberley, the Pilbara and Kakadu where Aboriginal traditional ties with the land are strongest. The success of colonialism therefore became a direct gauge of Aboriginal dislocation. First meetings between old and new residents were coloured by the forces and languages of imperialism and colonialism, although these encounters were sometimes the most open-hearted and hopeful moments of all: times of potential diplomacy before the use of capture or force.

In the short and long term, colonialism drastically jeopardised the personal liberty of Aborigines. They immediately lost choices over movement and residence, which was especially devastating for a people for whom travel was a necessity. Their lifestyle was frequently dictated by governments and Christian missionaries who wanted them to become sedentary, or remain under control on their ‘settlements’. Aboriginal families also suffered the extreme trauma of having their children taken away to dormitories or distant towns. Association with their own Aboriginal parents and kin was said to be degrading or subjecting them to neglect. Girls and boys were segregated and taught to conform to sex roles approved by an outside culture.

The carve-up of Australia was thus not only about land and property. It separated Aboriginal families, and broke the hearts and minds of individuals—variously Aboriginal children, men and women. Kidnappings of both adults and children were frequent. Crippling changes to Aboriginal lifestyle and land-use patterns were imposed. Individual colonisers were horrifyingly brutal, but
blame cannot rest solely on their shoulders, for Australia's colonisation originated in and was implemented by the State with popular endorsement.

It is a truism that colonial intrusions initially polarised those in Australia into two camps: the coloniser and the colonised. Yet paradoxically, the two camps could not remain totally divided physically or mentally; it was the very nature of colonialism that coloniser and colonised came together. In many such meetings, murder, rape, pillage, deceit occurred, but there was also co-operation, affection, generosity, loyalty, even love.

As well as a history of conflict and domination, there was also a history of negotiation, compromise and exchange between Aboriginal people and colonisers. Alliances were formed. Aboriginal midwives delivered white women's babies and Aboriginal women nurtured, even suckled, these children. Lonely white men relied upon Aboriginal women as lovers and de facto wives. Aboriginal women had children by white men. Bodies, words, culture, art, aesthetics, ideas, images became entwined in a complex physical and mental dialogue which continues today, and is most evident in human reproduction and cultural exchange. Children of mixed Aboriginal and European descent were born and grew up in varied contexts, but amidst the environment of Australian colonialism which generally defined them as illegitimate, partially or fully excluding them from the nation and full citizenship.

As well as creative exchanges and possibilities of cultural convergence, colonialism was delimiting. All Australians inevitably become prisoners of such forces. Aboriginal people recognise this, portraying their people, in literature and art, as prisoners in their own country. Their high imprisonment rates make this more than a metaphor, yet the image is particularly appropriate for a nation which commenced as a prison colony. When the imported convicts were freed, the indigenous people became their captives. The history of colonial and State authority over Aborigines—of institutionalisation, law enforcement, detention, imprisonment, and the role of police—have been fundamental in shaping their lives. Aboriginal individuals and communities interacted with these systems of policing and control, co-operating with and
resisting them according to their respective goals. Yet the confining power of government policies and practices often made it difficult for Aboriginal people to escape.

The overarching power relations of colonialism meant that the colonisers would win over the colonised. Yet, like all colonisers, there remained a nagging doubt about the tenure of their victory. Many Australians still feel an emotional need to protect their spoils, refusing to share the country with Aborigines. Others listen to pangs of conscience and yearn for a fairer country. The Mabo decision of the High Court in 1992 overruled the legality of terra nullius, but it has not yet erased its legacy from the present. Nor has it overturned non-Aboriginal understandings of Australian history, and these in turn shape present public opinion. As is discussed more fully in chapter 10, from Federation in 1901 until the 1970s, Aborigines hardly appeared in national history books except as a backward people easily ‘pushed aside’ by virile colonisers. The act of history writing has always been political, and Australian historians had and still have a special role in nation building.

Australia’s past cannot be truly understood unless it is analysed as a colonial history, and as the founding premise of Australian colonialism, terra nullius shaped the way this history unfolded. It dictated the basis of property ownership, and influenced the structures of fundamental Australian institutions, including its government. Following British takeover of their land, Aboriginal peoples lost their sovereignty, or their dominion and authority over the land. Consequently, Australian colonialism made Aborigines foreigners in their own land, intruders in their own dwellings. To exemplify this, early governors such as Macquarie in New South Wales required Aborigines to carry passports in order to travel in their own lands. Otherwise they would be treated as enemy aliens. Significantly, these passports were conditional upon Aborigines agreeing to give up their hunting implements, their bush economy and to stop associating with their families. Governor Arthur had the same idea for Tasmanian Aborigines; he planned to capture Aborigines living near the settled districts, and compliant ‘chiefs’ were to be issued with ‘a general passport’ signed and sealed by the governor.
In the next century, with national Federation, white Australians remained deeply insecure about their hold on the large continent, by then based not only upon *terra nullius* but upon a belief in racial superiority and an understanding that the land be fully colonised and developed. One of the first Bills passed became known as the ‘White Australia Policy’ and one of the earliest Royal Commissions which followed was into the white birthrate. Racial exclusion became central not just to the takeover of the land but to the self-image of the new nation. Although Aborigines were excluded from citizenship in this nation, white Australians saw fit to appropriate Aboriginal words, bushcraft skills and local knowledge and later their traditional art and symbolism. But the Aboriginal people were excluded from an active role in culture-making. Aborigines were literally a ‘captive audience’ forced to look on as white Australians narcissistically admired themselves, constructing and defining the nation as a young country, as superior, as blessed.

When the new nation celebrated its unblemished whiteness amidst Asian seas, Aborigines became an annoying anomaly. In the nineteenth century it had been thought that Aborigines would eventually go away. Either they would follow Tasmania’s lead and virtually disappear or they would eventually be ‘bred out’ through intermarriage. Whites and colonial governments often helped the process along. Against the tide of colonialism, Aborigines, defined as ‘primitive’, were the doomed race. In some areas, programmes were attempted to ‘civilise’ the women so they would be eligible for ‘nice white men’, eventually breeding out ‘the colour’. In the 1950s, assimilation promised to destroy Aboriginality by enforcing social conformity. But Aborigines refused to go away. Indeed, there was virtually nowhere for them to go, and like many other indigenous people, they faced a long struggle for their rights.

*Terra nullius* provided a powerful rationale and became part of Australian nationalism. The all-white Australian Natives Association adopted the term ‘natives’ for themselves and from the 1880s wanted to define the non-Aboriginal Australian-born as Australia’s only ‘aborigines’. Even the bushman legend, with its image of the ‘typical Australian man’ grew out of such denial. Features of
Aboriginality were borrowed so that white men could feel or prove themselves better Aborigines than the Aborigines themselves. The essence of Australian manhood, according to the working man's legend, was to be 'a rolling stone', a traveller, practical, laconic, collectivist, matey, the very image of 'the Aboriginal other' as perceived by white Australians. This white primitive, superior to Aborigines in the ever-threatening bush, was the Tarzan-like 'noble savage' recently metamorphised as Crocodile Dundee.8

In line with such national ideals, Aboriginal mothers were excluded from the maternity bonus and their elderly from the pension. The well-being of the Aboriginal people, considered a dying race anyway, was thus best kept low on the national agenda, if not forgotten altogether. The states, rather than the nation, were given responsibility for Aboriginal policy, and Aboriginal people were not even counted in the National Census. Until 1967 Aborigines were excluded from Australian egalitarianism and from democracy; it was only with the referendum of that year that all Aborigines were officially enumerated and learnt of their right to vote in Commonwealth elections.9 Wage and other struggles followed.

Government policies frequently separated Aborigines from the wider community, and forced them to live on islands or reserves. Many of these were run like internment camps, quarantine stations or prisons. Like foreigners, Aboriginal school children fortunate enough to get into public schools were constantly asked 'where do you come from?' In the 1950s and 60s, some Aborigines were required to carry official documents which classified the owner according to 'caste'. Called 'certificates of exemption' because they exempted the holder from Aboriginal legal status, they had to be carried at all times. These passports to White Australia entitled the holder to enter public places like hotels and to receive other entitlements such as pensions or mainstream education for their children. Like the earlier passport, rights were conditional upon holders giving up an 'Aboriginal lifestyle' and relinquishing contacts with Aboriginal kin and friends. If noticed disobeying these strictures, certificates could be confiscated by police. Like enemy aliens, Aborigines were often singled out and detained by police. Their
disproportionate representation in gaols suggests they were, and perhaps still are, being punished for their ethnicity and their colonised status rather than merely for their crime.

The various colonial and later State and Commonwealth governments introduced numerous Aboriginal policies which led to intrusions into most aspects of Aborigines' everyday lives. These included inspections of camp sites and other residences, and limitations upon their mode of living, work, financial and leisure activities. Institutionalisation became a dominant theme in Aboriginal lives. Non-Aboriginal people discriminated against Aborigines in many ways, which affected their education, housing, employment, income and, worst of all, their self-esteem.

White Australia's era of nationhood has been a confusing and destructive time for Aborigines. Many Aborigines are bitter and
angry—totally fed up with the impositions of white society. They consider it has robbed and cheated them, not just of land, resources, and fair wages, but also of their Aboriginal families, love and identity. Along with the positive struggles come attempts to smother Aboriginal identity, anger and aggression expressed in domestic or other violence, and the self-destructive resistance of alcohol abuse. It is mistaken to say that no Aborigines have given up.

While successive governments attempted to curb distinctive Aboriginal behaviour through policies of ‘civilisation’ and ‘assimilation’, many Aborigines resisted total domination by continuing to maintain culturally distinct goals. Against a backdrop of racism and Eurocentrism, Aborigines struggled for land and residential rights, and recognition as equal human beings. From the 1960s, Aborigines and supporters conducted struggles for land rights, civil rights and equal wages. They had many successes,
though Aboriginal activists are still struggling for national land rights, compensation and greater control of their own affairs. Since the 1970s, a large number of Aborigines have let go of the shame they were taught and have spoken out more openly about what it means to be Aboriginal. A cultural renaissance has occurred throughout Australia as Aborigines previously denied access to their past culture have sought to gain as much knowledge as they can. Across the country much sharing and exchange have followed, accompanied by an increasing pride in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander identity.

Pan-Aboriginal pride was epitomised by the huge gathering at the anti-Bicentennial march in Sydney in 1988. While many other Australians celebrated national ‘beginnings’, Aborigines from throughout Australia and their supporters drew attention to tens of thousands of years of occupation and, since colonialism, to great injustice. Above all they celebrated their survival as a people.

AN ABORIGINAL WORLD

Aboriginal people have an ancient history of owning the land we now call Australia. It is only since the 1992 Mabo decision that this seemingly obvious fact was acknowledged in an Australian court of law. In the 1980s, attempts to officially recognise prior Aboriginal occupation or ownership in state legislation met nervous reactions. Even at the time of writing, it is not recognised in the national Constitution. Yet Aboriginal history proceeded autonomously from Europeans for longer than we can imagine.

The Australian continent’s little-known history of Aboriginal civilisation dates back somewhere between 50 000 and 100 000 years. Archaeological investigations and improved dating techniques promise further breakthroughs. Regional dating variations are not particularly significant, because they reflect the limited nature of archaeological research. Aboriginal people had to adapt to dramatic climatic changes, which affected not only food resources but the very divisions between land and ocean. Aboriginal people share and continue to share important historical knowledge through Dreaming stories, clan sagas, song cycles, dance and art. For them, history is written in the landscape itself;
the land is not just a text book for history, it is history and history is the foundation of their present-day lives.

Aboriginal people may have occupied the same area for longer than any other people in world history. They cannot be cast as another minority ethnic group as an immigration which occurred so long ago cannot be compared with one which commenced little more than 200 years ago. While migration is undeniably a central part of white Australian experience, it is not a significant part of Aboriginal history or consciousness. Indeed, Aboriginal art of an extremely sophisticated kind predates the earliest examples of European art.\textsuperscript{11}

Many Australians have mistakenly imagined there were few Aboriginal people and that they only lived in the middle of the desert. They have no idea that Aboriginal people once lived in what are now their backyards. Population figures in 1788 are estimated at 750,000, with the densest populations in New South Wales and Victoria, along the coast and rich water courses.\textsuperscript{12} The diversity of Aboriginal land-use patterns, food sources, technology, clothing, and shelter is not widely known. For example, Aboriginal people in western Victoria wore fur cloaks and lived in relatively permanent villages with stone housing. In warmer resource-rich areas, Aboriginal people stayed for months at a time. Careful land management techniques were applied to harvest food resources and sensitive and skilful methods were used to hunt game. Hunting and gathering required great physical agility, dexterity and a detailed knowledge of animals and land. Aboriginal people enjoyed a balanced diet and good health, having been naturally quarantined from many of the diseases which affected Europeans.

The social and economic organisation of Aboriginal groups varied greatly throughout Australia, but some general observations can be made.\textsuperscript{13} Torres Strait Islanders had a distinctive culture, with close links to Melanesian peoples. They had a more village-oriented lifestyle with market gardens and different traditions of dance, art and belief. Mainland and Tasmanian Aboriginal people had a relatively egalitarian social structure where age, gender and totemic and land affiliations were important demarcations. Women usually provided the staple food supply, owned and had
special responsibilities towards sites in the landscape, associated song cycles and what became known in English as 'Dreaming stories'. Women exclusively controlled the secret ceremonies of reproduction, and their maternal function as child-rearers was highly valued. Men also played an important role in nurturing and teaching children, and a wide network of kin had special responsibilities towards each child. When a baby was born, she or he immediately had a niche in a complex cosmology defined by Dreaming songs and stories. Identity was secure, and the child had a variety of land relationships via its conception Dreaming, and via inheritance through father and mother. The child would gradually be introduced to responsibilities towards land and kin and the strict marriage rules. Values taught included sharing, respecting the wisdom of age, protecting the young, gentle treatment and close observation of plants and animals, respect for the dangerous spirits, avoidance of prohibited sacred places and the fulfilment of kinship obligations.

Families and clans travelled the land during the year, harvesting resources when the opportunity was available, and looking after special sites to which they had responsibility. Men and women separately facilitated the reproduction of resources through ritual nurturing. They also spent much time working or negotiating business in the company of their own gender. Decision-making and law enforcement were divided between men and women, and ultimate power was often accorded on the basis of custodial obligations towards relevant land or kin. As with history, the tablet of the law was the landscape itself, explained through Dreaming stories as people travelled. Dancing and singing, storytelling, drawing, painting and sculpture took place all year round, and were an entertaining means of education.

While women were in charge of their own business, sacred and secular, men's power was generally more highly valued in matters of law and punishment concerning the larger group. In some areas, however, women's law was extremely powerful and older women held high status. Large gatherings of many clans took place from time to time to conduct marriage, funerals and religious business, including the male initiation ceremonies. Ritual confrontations were also staged to avenge wrongdoing, and other
transgressions could be punished by death, spearings or sorcery. For various reasons, usually to protect them from a lingering death or a poor quality of life, babies were sometimes killed at birth. As untimely deaths and transgressions against the laws of the land had to be punished, revenge killing and terrifying sorcery were fairly common.

DISPOSSESSION

Aboriginal groups encountered other outsiders before the British arrived. In the Northern Territory and parts of northern Queensland, Macassan trepang gatherers had been interacting with Aboriginal people off the coast since at least 1700. Relatively harmonious relations existed, with trading and employment of local Aboriginal men and women. Such items as glass were incorporated into Aboriginal tool-making, and Macassan words became part of their language. Some intermixing occurred, and the all-male crews engaged in sexual associations with the local women, but they were temporary visitors and not interested in land take-over.

The history of Aboriginal dispossession is central to understanding contemporary white-black relations. Colonial takeover was premised on the assumption that European culture was superior to all others and that its bearers could define the world in their terms. According to European conventions, a colony could be established:

- by persuading the indigenous inhabitants to submit themselves to its overlordship;
- by purchasing from those inhabitants the right to settle part or parts of it;
- by unilateral possession, on the basis of first discovery and effective occupation.15

British possession of Australia was declared according to the third option; and the land was thus defined as *terra nullius*. In 1770 Captain James Cook and Joseph Banks considered there were few 'natives' along the coast. They deduced that Aborigines had no property rights because they had not laboured to 'subdue' the
land by agricultural cultivation. Their observations were later proven incorrect, with the governors of the first settlements soon finding that Aboriginal people lived inland, and had special territories and associations with land on the basis of inheritance and spiritual affiliations. Nonetheless, the terms of British occupation were not amended.

In the first hundred years of settlement there was not consensus about the basis of British sovereignty. Governor King commented in 1807 that Aboriginal people were the 'real Proprietors of the Soil', and lively debate over the issue continued from the 1820s to the 1850s. The justice of the British takeover was far from clear, for what happened in the Australian colonies was out of step with international trends. At the same time, however, the nature of Aboriginal land-use did not fit western definitions of ownership or occupation. In response to Nabalco mining plans, the Yirrkala people of the Northern Territory presented a bark Petition to the Federal Parliament in 1963; after a Supreme Court Hearing, Justice Blackburn stated in his 1971 judgement that all rights to the land were extinguished after 1788, and that because native title had not been legislated by the British, it was not part of the Australian law. This was overruled by the Mabo judgement of the High Court of 1992. The majority rejected the legality of terra nullius, arguing that native title existed to traditional lands 'where it has not been extinguished'.

The absence of a treaty was regretted by Governor Arthur after his Van Diemen's Land (later Tasmania) experience. In a letter to the Select Committee on Aborigines which reported to the British House of Commons in 1837 he wrote: 'On the first occupation of the colony it was a great oversight that a treaty was not, at that time, made with the natives, and such compensation given to the chiefs as would have deemed a fair equivalent for what they surrendered.' Had this happened, he considered 'that feeling of injustice which I am persuaded they have always entertained, would have no existence'. His advice may have influenced the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi.

Earlier misinterpretations of Aboriginal population, land-use and style of occupation have ramifications today in popular assumptions and in Australian law. Past Aboriginal negotiations,
for example, have been largely omitted from our history, with Aboriginal people portrayed as powerless victims. Even where diplomacy occurred, it is dismissed in a derogatory fashion. Some pastoralists said Aboriginal people ‘gave away’ their land in return for flour and sugar, or they ‘gave away’ their children. They failed to acknowledge that loaning children was one of the only ways the Aboriginal people could obtain the right to camp on traditional lands. Rather than being seen as diplomatic efforts, successful adaptations by Aboriginal people have been trivialised as confirming the attractions of civilisation.

The Batman-Kulin treaty of 1835 (discussed further in chapter 3 on Victoria) is significant as it was perhaps the only formal treaty negotiated with a group of Australian Aborigines. The Kulin were active agents who negotiated and permitted temporary access to their land in exchange for reciprocal rights to European resources. Batman’s treaty was declared invalid by Governor Bourke, not because it was deemed Aboriginal people were not entitled to it but because it was carried out by a private citizen rather than the Crown. George Augustus Robinson, who was employed to conduct a conciliatory process with Tasmanian Aboriginal people, negotiated an unwritten treaty in the 1830s, resulting in their move to Flinders Island. The Tasmanian Aboriginal people demanded special conditions, including regular trips back to their traditional land and the right to pursue their own culture, but these promises were broken. Throughout Australia, Aboriginal people attempted to negotiate with those who first occupied their respective lands and although mutual compromises were sometimes reached, these had no legal standing.

Influenced by the 1830s peak of the British humanitarian movement, the South Australian Colonisation Commission included a preamble in its Act that South Australia was classed as ‘waste and unoccupied lands’, the Colonial Office was concerned that this conflicted with their policy. They introduced amendments which allowed for a Protector to ensure ‘occupation and enjoyment of the natives’, requiring their agreement or voluntary sale of land before occupation. The Commissioners ignored these clauses in the Letters Patent by conveniently claiming that Aboriginal people did not ‘occupy’ the land. Such lobbying, however,
did achieve acknowledgement of the Aboriginal people's right to travel over, to hunt, gather and reside upon pastoral leases.

Racial ideas went hand in hand with British imperialism, from the Christian notion of 'the chain of being' where blacks were ranked as inferior and white Christians at the summit, to the rise of anthropology, which turned such ideas into a sustaining 'science'. Their findings were later applied in Africa, Australia and other colonial contexts, providing justification and information to facilitate the implementation of colonialism. Theories like Social Darwinism, popularised by Herbert Spencer in the 1870s and beyond, predicted that the extinction of 'inferior races' in the wake of 'colonial progress' was inevitable. The disease and ill-health Australian Aboriginal people faced in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century only reinforced belief in their inevitable disappearance. Despite the efforts of missionaries like J.B. Gribble in Western Australia and humanitarians in other colonies, the general public was relatively complacent about Aboriginal suffering, and subsequent government policies took on a short-term palliative nature.

Government policies and racial theories were intertwined, but anomalies and conflicts occurred between theory and practice. As suggested in the introduction, approaches taken within various colonies and states also reflected the peculiar demographic and other circumstances in each. Such factors as the impact of the military, the convict population, free settler agriculturalists and pastoralists, miners, the density of the settlement, the time at which it was settled, the state of British and other western technology, especially weaponry were influential.

FRONTIERS

The physical dispossession of Aboriginal people from their land was quite a different phenomenon to their legal dispossession. In the face to face contact, the process of colonial takeover featured both conflict and co-operation. Many Australian colonisers, especially its men, personally implemented the usurpation of land. The story often became violent as Aboriginal people and whites battled for land and other resources.
The Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody, which reported in 1991, was in part prompted by a belief that foul play or murder was responsible for those recent deaths. Aboriginal people's suspicions can be explained by their historical experiences, as well as by police behaviour after the deaths. Passed down through the generations, frontier violence created a distinctive 'popular memory' or historical consciousness. A certain patterning in these stories, a logic of events, explains the predicament of the individual and the group. Past lessons create a basis upon which to assess the present, and contemporary events reinforce them. That Aboriginal people and others often believe that police or gaolers have killed those who died is a serious indictment of Australia's colonial past, as well as proof that the present society has in no way reassured them that that past is over.

Aboriginal elders still ponder the injustices of colonial warfare as they narrate stories of past generations. The late Phillip Pepper, a Kurnai man of eastern Victoria, wrote: 'The white come here and took it by force with a lotta blood bein' shed by the Aborigines, they really died for their own country and got nothin' in return.'

Amy Laurie, a Gurindji woman, spoke of how her grandchildren could not understand why the past generations had not fought back harder when attacked. The elders explained:

'You know why we bin let 'em shoot we. Why? We frightened? No, we never gotim rifle.' And we didn't care, they reckon, 'We can die in our own country.'

Aboriginal perceptions of threat by various forces in white society have been perpetuated by a long heritage of control with often harsh means of enforcement. The theft of their land has made them sceptical of white justice. Frontier periods throughout Australia were the shaping times of colonial authority. Early violence against Aboriginal people was an expected 'price' of colonial expansion. What was not bargained for was that the cost to the indigenous people would be so difficult to redress, and that they would not only survive as a people but refuse to give up their struggle for forms of compensation.
Amidst the peaceful sounding 'settling' we read about in earlier history books, a lot of 'conquering' of the original landowners took place. In order to make way for British rule and its law to take effect, flagrant disregard of this same law was generally accepted. There were also implicit contradictions in imposing such rule in a 'new' land, for British justice had not been designed to cater equally for people of other cultures, let alone those in the relationship of the colonised. Edicts on paper which required humane treatment of Aboriginal people were not carried out by frontiersmen. Often they were window-dressing to appease the powerful British anti-slavery movement. Furthermore, British statements that Aboriginal people came under the 'protection of the Crown' were inappropriate when they had not chosen to be invaded and taken over as 'subjects'.

The frontier period thus set the tone of 'law and order' to be imposed on Aboriginal people. Tragically, force or its threat became the key means of establishing British justice. Australia has many unrecorded battlefields, and the number of Aboriginal people killed by the newcomers during the frontier era probably exceeds 20,000.31 Forcibly dispossessed of their land and traditional livelihood, retreat, starvation and migrations to the fringes of white occupied areas or reserves became inevitable. Through its legacy of fear, violence had a lasting impact on Aboriginal people, as was intended. Once they had come within such influence, they would be more likely to obey not just British laws but any instructions given to them by any white person.

Many white frontiersmen literally took the law into their own hands; as colonisers they felt empowered to 'do their job' by participating in conquest. Ordinary citizens thus remained closely involved in 'keeping the blacks in their place'. Community acceptance of violence was so widespread that those who objected were branded fanatics.32 The legal authorities seldom intervened, providing tacit approval of such actions.

Different styles of violence and techniques of subduing Aboriginal people were employed. This applied even in the earliest, more conciliatory contacts. In 1788, the Eora people who met the first British arrivals at Botany Bay were given displays of musket fire in order to instil a sense of fear of British weaponry.33
The British wanted to be respected and to dominate; to leave no doubt as to who was in charge. A series of kidnapings was another strategy used to command authority, the most famous being of Bennelong, forcibly kept in British custody with chains, bolts and guards. Hostage-taking was practised to acquire intelligence of the original occupants and to force the establishment of diplomatic ties. After Bennelong was returned his freedom, some promising co-operation and co-existence eventuated at Port Jackson and northwards. Conflict intensified, however, as pastoral settlement expanded on the Hawkesbury in the 1790s, then later on the Bathurst plains and along the Hunter in the 1820s. It grew worse during the 1830s and early 1840s along the Macintyre, Gwydir and Namoi, with the famous Myall Creek massacre of 28 Aboriginal men, women and children in 1838. Aboriginal spokespeople repeatedly appealed to have their best hunting areas protected from intruders, but to no avail.

Western Australia was invaded by the British in 1829 and competition for land and resources led to violent struggles. Overt cruelty is remembered in many Aboriginal oral histories, and in 1835 Governor Stirling led a punitive raid in Pinjarra where an estimated eleven Aboriginal people were killed. In 1833 an Aboriginal man from the south-west, Yagan, was shot and killed, and his smoked head placed on public exhibition in Britain.

From the 1840s in Queensland, frontier violence was used to ruthlessly dispossess Aboriginal people. The later occupation of the state, especially in the north, brought advanced rifle and revolver technology, plus the accumulated experience of past conflict in the southern colonies. The strong humanitarian lobby of Sydney and Melbourne was absent and the Native Police Force were brutally effective. The graziers' parliamentary power enabled them to clear and 'settle' the land unimpeded, which meant quelling all Aboriginal opposition. Queensland's vastness and the isolation of many pastoral and mining outposts caused a more protracted frontier struggle than in south-eastern Australia. By the 1880s and 1890s, the era of frontier violence was largely over and colonial 'order' had been imposed.

Queensland frontiersmen, like others, consistently carried guns
in case they encountered 'hostile' Aboriginal people; they were in 'enemy territory'. Deaths of Europeans met calls for vengeance. It was indeed doubtful Aboriginal people were being 'protected as subjects of British law'.36 In Queensland possibly 10 000 Aboriginal people and at least 1000 Europeans died as a result of frontier conflict. The chronic anxiety induced by this situation affected both sides. As the Chief Protector of North Queensland, Archibald Meston stated, Aboriginal people had lived for years 'in a state of absolute terror' and consequently behaved 'like hunted wild beasts'.37 Such a fearful people were likely to put up less resistance when rounded up onto reserves.

In the Northern Territory the Aboriginal people's first encounter with outsiders was often with Macassarese trepangers or Chinese goldminers. It was the last area to be continuously occupied by the British, though with limited economic success. The British soon abandoned outposts such as Fort Dundas (1826), Raffles Bay (1828)38 and Port Essington (1838), leaving a legacy of disease,39 violence and introduced animals. For decades afterwards, the non-Aboriginal population remained very low until the building of the Overland Telegraph Line in the 1870s. As elsewhere, pastoral expansion was accompanied by heightened conflicts, the massacres continuing up to the 1920s and 1930s in Central, north and Western Australia.

Atrocities against the indigenes were often hidden from the public records. The British knew well the implications of committing deeds to paper which, although publicly condoned, did not conform to the 'letter of the law'. The frontiersmen clothed violence in euphemisms such as 'dispersing', 'breaking up', 'shaking up', 'giving a fright' and 'teaching them a lesson'. While frontier warfare was considered men's business, white women sometimes participated.40

The violence was certainly not one-sided; Aboriginal people often used force against the strangers, posing a serious danger. Australia-wide, at least 3000 Europeans were killed and another 3000 wounded by Aboriginal people attempting to impose their law on Europeans.41 Their opposition to the newcomers has often been portrayed as a pan-Aboriginal desire to rid the country of whites, but this is a misinterpretation of Aboriginal culture.42
Individual Aboriginal people fought for a variety of reasons. They were generally carrying out their own law, and defending their land from intruders. The British had come uninvited; they had not followed the required protocol of introductions by elders to the land’s spirits and contemporary custodians.

Disease also left a shocking legacy of death and fear. Introduced diseases such as smallpox, and malaria in the north, had devastating effects on many Aboriginal groups, even before they came into actual physical contact with Europeans. Populations were halved or virtually obliterated; the severe depopulation caused personal suffering and community crises, placing survivors in a weakened position. Noel Butlin labelled disease as ‘our original aggression’ 43, and although there is no strong evidence that it was intentionally used in Australia as a means of subduing Aboriginal people, closing off access to land and food resources and poor medical assistance constituted neglect if not malice. By the late nineteenth century and until the 1950s, white health experts were largely motivated by the perceived threat of contagious diseases to their own people. 44

While in many areas, disease proved to be the main factor responsible for Aboriginal deaths, susceptibility was enhanced by the trauma of dispossession, unavailability of traditional food and water supplies, bans on traditional weapons, the unhygienic results of being required to wear European-style clothing, and the lack of immunity to introduced diseases. Alcohol and tobacco also played destructive roles.

Colonies differed in their scale of depopulation. The southeastern peoples were badly hit by smallpox whilst the northerners’ contact with Asia gave them greater immunity. 45 A speedy decline was suffered by the Eora of New South Wales, the Port Phillip peoples and the Tasmanian Aboriginal people, several of their clans being rapidly destroyed. The intruders, principally made up of convicts shipped out against their will, stole food, weapons, and raped Aboriginal women. The desperation of the hungry whites to establish self-supporting industries, especially sheep-grazing, led to a push for land and disregard for the original inhabitants. Van Diemen’s Land settlers and the ex-convict population was little interested in humanitarian concerns. The death
toll of Aboriginal people from violence and disease was shocking, and continued to worsen after they were exiled to smaller islands. Of the three or four thousand inhabitants in Van Diemen’s Land prior to the 1790s, only a couple of hundred people survived the 1830s. However, the islanders of Bass Strait, who had formed a community with men of the sealing industry, managed to survive as a distinct and defiant people.

Where there was less competition for resources and land, Aboriginal people had more chance to pursue their traditional economies. Furthermore, the hotter, northern and desert regions and areas without ports or reliable water supplies were less desirable to the newcomers, giving indigenes more time to develop survival strategies. There were fewer intruders, and maritime industries such as trepanging, pearling and fishing often relied upon Aboriginal labour and even company. A proportionally higher non-Aboriginal population also led to greater inter-mixing and mergence of the peoples. Generally the less successful the enterprises, and the less land-intensive the industries, the greater the chances for Aboriginal survival and relative independence.

LAND AND LABOUR

Aboriginal people as a whole have been especially vulnerable to fluctuations in the labour market. While some were attracted by the lure of tobacco, tea and rations, many lost their traditional economy and were subsequently forced into exploitative labour arrangements. A large proportion of Aboriginal people continued to support themselves independently in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, but government policies often curbed Aboriginal entrepreneurism, such as bartering, selling fish and skins.

The desire of the British to establish their own economic security led to the dismantling of Aboriginal self-sufficiency. Foraging was considered an inferior pursuit, and more significantly, it clashed with British land-use requirements. Although Governor Macquarie, like Phillip, respected individual Aboriginal people, good intentions were outweighed by other colonial
imperatives. Macquarie was aware of the many Aboriginal protests from the Daruk regarding the takeover of too much of their choice riverbank land. He broke promises of no further expansion, and classified violent Aboriginal protests and crop destruction as unruly behaviour. Macquarie’s desire to change the Eora and other groups became especially pronounced after continuing violence on the Hawkesbury and interior. In 1816, he issued a proclamation prohibiting Aboriginal people from practising their hunting and customary law; they could not carry traditional weapons near town or conduct ritual fights. Gatherings of more than six people near a farm would result in ‘enemy’ status. Macquarie’s ‘passport system’ offered protection only for those who surrendered. In reward for ‘disarming’ and presumably giving up hunting with spears, they would be provided with land to ‘obtain an honest and Comfortable Subsistence by their own Labour and Industry’. Also supplied were six months’ food, a hut, tools, wheat, maize, potatoes, clothes, and ‘one Colonial Blanket’. They were thus exhorted to ‘relinquish their wandering idle predatory Habits of Life’. Any truce was to be conditional upon Aboriginal acceptance of British rules, including adoption of British cultural mores, and the rejection of Aboriginal political, legal, work and family structures.

From the earliest decades of white settlement at Port Jackson, Aboriginal people were encouraged to become farmers. Some Eora took up land at Elizabeth Bay and Blacktown, with male elders selecting areas near traditional estates. Aboriginal people may have hoped to prevent the land’s destruction by outsiders, but a convict was appointed to establish a market garden and British aesthetics were also imposed, with convicts building a ‘romantic road’. Before long the Aboriginal people deserted the farms.

Later they saw farming as a means to family independence and established successful farms in Victoria, New South Wales, South Australia and Western Australia. The Cumeragunja people’s fight for their farms is narrated in the film Lousy Little Sixpence. The Lake Tyers people of Victoria also mounted a protracted struggle to retain their own land. South Australian Aborigines’ demands for farming land were supported by a superintendent of the Aboriginal mission at Point Pearce. F. Garnet believed that the
granting of land for farms was a means of keeping them from becoming 'outcasts of society' who ended up in gaols. Nevertheless, governments remained insensitive to Aboriginal needs and successes at self-sufficiency, favouring the white farmers who demanded that good land be handed over to them. All types of land allocated for Aboriginal use was frequently resumed. Insecurity of Aboriginal tenure reflected that key tenet of colonialism, to 'colonise' with their own people, to take over Aboriginal land. If Aborigines occupied land, it must by definition be wasted or wasteland. Throughout Australia, Aborigines thus suffered not one, but many dispossessions.

Strong demand for Aboriginal labour sometimes led employers to accommodate Aboriginal cultural priorities. This was especially true in the more remote areas where insufficient white or imported coloured labour was available, and Aboriginal people became indispensable. In inland New South Wales, Queensland, Western Australia, the Northern Territory and parts of South Australia, skilled Aborigines could shape the terms of their employment. Oversupply of Aboriginal labour, however, often lowered financial rewards.

Nonetheless, labour market demand probably influenced levels of anti-Aboriginal violence and it also dictated the location of Aboriginal reserves. Many stories are told of northern pastoral employers hiding suspected murderers from the police because they were good stockmen. Here economic interests, and perhaps also mutual respect, had primacy over white solidarity. When not required for employment, there was not the same need to keep workers healthy, in the habit of employment, and out of gaol. During the Great Depression of the 1930s, Aborigines were not entitled to the same welfare as other Australians. Later rural recessions similarly hit Aborigines hard, and, it seems in some New South Wales towns in the 1970s their imprisonment rates simultaneously rose. (See chapter 2 on New South Wales.)

World War I and II provided Aborigines with an opportunity to enlist as soldiers and be paid and treated on a more equal footing. Elsewhere Aboriginal labour was greatly underpaid, and only in the 1940s and 1960s did the struggles for equal wages receive support from the wider community. Prior to the 1960s,
in the Northern Territory and Western Australia, Aboriginal people were often only paid in rations and some work clothing, with no proper housing provided. In Queensland, a cash wage was required from the 1900s, but a proportion of this was held in trust by the State. The government wanted to subvert the Aboriginal people’s sharing ethic and encourage thrift and savings, which the Aborigines saw as shameful greed. Although a small cash wage was introduced after the 1940s, many Aboriginal people in Queensland, the Northern Territory, New South Wales and Western Australia were never paid their due wages and their lifetime earnings were returned to consolidated revenue. In the 1930s the Northern Territory (excluding Central Australia) account was balanced at 3000 pounds but little attempt was made to distribute it to its rightful owners. Northern Aborigines were forbidden from purchasing cars or other prestigious items as these were considered too good or too frivolous for an Aborigine. In 1934 the Western Australian Aborigines Department held 2400 pounds in trust and Queensland trust money totalled a startling 293 549 pounds. The Northern Territory Chief Protector had set up the Aboriginal Medical Benefits Fund to urge employers to take responsibility for work accidents and employees’ health. The Federal Government confiscated most of this money for consolidated revenue and would not even permit its expenditure on ‘Christmas cheer’ for the children in the ‘half-caste home’. Aboriginal people were thus deprived not only of fair wages, but workers’ compensation, medical treatment and the right to freely spend their money.

Wage discrimination meant Aboriginal people lacked ‘the family wage’ available to other Australians, and bank loans were out of reach. In many states Aboriginal people were prohibited from buying land. They were not entitled to the maternity bonus introduced in 1912, to the dole, to various forms of welfare, including old-age pensions, to the same health or educational facilities as Europeans. Their camps rarely had the basic facilities of running water, power or sewerage.

Little money was spent on providing facilities for Aboriginal education. Public education was designed for white children who spoke English as their first language. Aboriginal knowledge and
learning styles were ignored. Mission teachers were often untrained, and inferior facilities for state teachers in Aboriginal schools also ensured sub-standard education. Hoping to maintain their cheap labour force, pastoralists were generally opposed to schooling resident Aborigines. During the 1930s some unions such as the IWW (Industrial Workers of the World) attempted to educate Aboriginal people about their rights, though others protested against their employment, seeing Aboriginal labour as a threat to their conditions. Eventually some Aboriginal labourers found union allies who supported their mobilisation for better conditions, as in the 1946 Pilbara strike and the Wave Hill walkoffs in 1966 and in the Victoria River district 1972-73.

Although Aboriginal people showed outstanding ability at prestigious occupations such as exploration, detective work, stockwork, and army work during the wars, state training schemes invariably placed them at the bottom rung of the labour hierarchy. From Macquarie’s time through to the 1960s, any training schemes for Aboriginal girls stressed domestic service, a job disliked in a society with egalitarian aspirations, while the boys were to be trained as ‘rural apprentices’. Aboriginal girls and boys taken from their parents were required to perform the most menial and poorly paid occupations and had no choice about employers. If they left employment, they were punished, sometimes in homes for juveniles, while their exploitation as cheap labour was justified as ‘uplift’ and ‘civilisation’. In reality it meant no education other than domestic training, and a lonely life as virtual orphans. Many lost all contact with their real families. During their service in other people’s homes, girls who became pregnant were sent to unmarried mothers’ institutions, where they were given little choice but to consent to their babies’ adoption by white families.

Aboriginal people were expected to fit in with a western-style labour system but they were not entitled to its privileges. Although excluded from many types of work, they excelled and were highly sought after at rural work such as horse breaking, mustering, fruit planting and picking. Outdoor and seasonal work appealed, as they often enabled greater flexibility and travel to visit distant kin. In many cases they allowed people to be based
near or on their traditional land and range area. Aboriginal people often demanded more flexible work arrangements where they could leave jobs to visit people or places, or conduct ceremonies. In many places this included continuing their traditional bush economy.

In rural towns, where so many Aboriginal people still reside, employment networks are family-based and often totally exclude Aboriginal people. The same applied to urban centres. As Mum Shirl, who grew up in Sydney’s inner suburbs, stated in her biography, she had little to do with whites ‘except that we
shopped at their shops, and always had to go to them for jobs and work, but mostly we seemed to be with each other".59

**THE LAW**

Since colonisation, Aboriginal people experienced an anomalous position in relation to British and Australian law. Prior to and after contact, Aboriginal communities had their legal system, with its internal logic and rationale emanating from the holistic philosophy of the Dreaming. Rather than abstract principles of justice, their laws were evoked more directly and on a more personal basis to maintain or regain community harmony.60 Theoretically, Australian courts have held that British laws applied to Aboriginal people and whites alike "except to the extent that the legislature had seen fit to make differences or to allow exceptions".61 Tribal law was to an extent accommodated by the Western Australian Native Courts between 1936 and 1954. Yet whereas 'tribal custom' was taken into account in mitigation of a sentence, it could not be a complete defence.62

Usually Aboriginal people were subject to British and later Australian law, and additionally to a range of special laws which prohibited and restricted Aboriginal movements and associations. While theoretically they were to be treated as British subjects, they suffered 'severe disabilities in the courts'.63 They were not given equality of legal status, yet were perceived as law-breakers. In many colonies, legislation entitled police and justices of the peace to extraordinary powers over Aboriginal people. Pastoralists, miners and other employers of Aboriginal labour were often appointed as justices of the peace and magistrates. They tried cases relating to their own or their neighbours' employees, and sent out their station's employees to assist in police efforts to quell Aboriginal actions.64 In Western Australia, for example, Aboriginal Protectors had special duties to 'minimise the annoyance caused by the Aboriginal people' which included their nudity and begging. In 1849, Aboriginal people could be tried summarily for criminal offences (excluding murder, arson, rape) by two or more justices of the peace and sentenced with up to six months imprisonment plus corporal punishment for male offenders.65
This court room scene depicts a trial of Aborigines for murder at Franklin Harbour in December 1855. Three men were subsequently hanged in January 1856. The man standing near the seated witness is a native interpreter. Admittedly the artist has trouble with faces, but the Aboriginal figures look less than human.
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Many legal impediments affected Aboriginal people. In some colonies they could not press charges, were held corporately guilty for the crimes of others, and were not permitted to give evidence because they were pagans. But even the lifting of restrictions on giving evidence meant little. The justice system was especially alienating for people who were not familiar with western culture. Aboriginal people often understood little English, and thought they were to provide required answers rather than the ‘objective truth’. Juries were almost exclusively white, and rarely sympathised with the Aboriginal defendant or believed Aboriginal witnesses. Even if a white man had provoked the attack, the lesson had to be taught that Aboriginal retaliation was unacceptable. In the 1920s and 30s, numerous cases which Charles Rowley described as ‘spectacular injustice’ occurred through the courts. These highlighted the conflicts between traditional Aboriginal and British style law. But even more, they drew attention to the fact
that Aboriginal people were not receiving justice under the Australian system. Race had long been a crucial factor in administering justice, as demonstrated by studies of the 1888 rape case of a Victorian Aboriginal woman and of rape cases concerning Aboriginal men.\textsuperscript{68} Except in the most blatant cases, it was a tradition for whites to be acquitted for the murders of Aboriginal people. In a survey of the North Queensland circuit court between 1882–94, only a quarter of Europeans charged with violent offences against Aboriginal people were found guilty, and none were to be executed, despite the high proportion of murder cases.\textsuperscript{69}

In Northern Territory murder trials from 1884 to 1911 all nine Aboriginal people charged with murder of whites were found guilty, and three were executed. In the cases where whites were charged, they were very rarely found guilty, and the murderer was released after a short term. In 1913 Judge Bevan wrote to the Administrator:

\begin{quote}
Juries will not convict a white man for an offence against a black, certainly if the evidence is that of blacks, whereas on black evidence there is no difficulty in the way of securing a conviction against a black . . . The jury system may have worked well where the population is all one colour, but the introduction of racial antipathies goes far to undermine the principles of trial by Jury.\textsuperscript{70}
\end{quote}

Some of the scandals which occurred in the 1920s and 1930s in the far north related to police actions against Aboriginal people (for example, the Coniston and Forrest River massacres\textsuperscript{71}). Others involved suspicious deaths in police custody, such as that of Dolly of the Borroloola district. Constable G. Stott was charged with her assault but acquitted. The Supreme Court Judge stated that all the Aboriginal witnesses were ‘liars’. Aboriginal witnesses had their images tarnished by being treated as criminals; in frontier areas, they were often chained and imprisoned until the hearing. In 1934 an Aboriginal man, Tuckiar, was charged with the murder of Constable McColl, and Judge Wells found him guilty, despite corroborated evidence of provocation. Aborigines alleged that McColl engaged in intercourse with Tuckiar’s wife and refused to compensate the husband. The High Court overruled
Wells’ decision, unanimously ruling that Tuckiar should be released into the custody of the Chief Protector. However, Tuckiar mysteriously disappeared the next day without trace. Another man, Willaberta Jack, who was charged with the shooting murder of a white pastoralist (1929), was found dead soon after his acquittal—officially due to ‘influenza’. Humanitarians agitated for the establishment of Native Courts as in the Mandated Territory of Papua New Guinea, but their calls were largely unsuccessful.

DETENTION PATTERNS

Aboriginal detention rates have not always been as high as they are today; indeed their escalation is a relatively recent phenomenon. In the nineteenth century, Aboriginal ‘crime’ was more likely to be punished by frontiersmen than police. For most of the twentieth century, missionaries, government reserve superintendents and employers exercised discipline over Aboriginal people. The greatest increase in official Aboriginal detention has occurred since the 1950s, when increasing numbers of Aboriginal people moved into towns, and the government encouraged their incorporation into the wider community.

Prior to the Assimilation Policy, a separate system of justice operated for Aboriginal people living on reserves. In Queensland and Western Australia, reserves had their own courts, prisons and punishments. Aboriginal people charged and held in their lockups do not appear in state or Territory police or prison records. Segregation policies therefore meant not only separate living places but special sets of regulations and an insular, subjective judicial system. In a survey of courts presided over by Queensland reserve superintendents from 1959 to 1962, Colin Tatz found that almost every defendant pleaded guilty, and virtually all were found guilty. He pointed out how trivial behaviours from ‘untidiness’ to ‘immoral conduct’ were punishable with incarceration and argued that the judicial system contravened key principles of natural justice. The superintendent or missionary knew the personalities involved, there was no court of appeal, no legal
assistance offered, and the accused could be banished for an unlimited time.73

Greater association with police meant not only greater surveillance but a tendency for Aborigines to be perceived as law-breakers and undesirables.74 Special state legislation placed Aboriginal people under a set of discriminatory prohibitions between 1900 and 1960. Furthermore, Aboriginal people's loss of land and lifestyle factors made them especially susceptible to charges of loitering, vagrancy and petty theft.75 The charge of 'vagrancy' assumes 'respectability' is linked to a fixed residence, and the carrying of a certain amount of cash or savings. These notions were inimical to an Aboriginal travelling lifestyle with reciprocal sharing principles.

Cattle spearing was one of the most common crimes in pastoral districts until the 1930s. Aboriginal people felt justified in taking animals for food off their traditional lands but this conflicted with western property principles. Europeans had freely taken Aboriginal foodstuffs, killing their game foods, and even abducting women and children. Absence of native title made Aboriginal use of open space trespass. In the 1990s, Aboriginal cultural factors relating to use of 'public space' and white perceptions of their residential areas as public similarly led to disproportionate arrest rates.76

Discriminatory legislation banned alcohol to people classed as Aborigines until the 1960s or thereabouts. Legalisation of alcohol consumption for Aboriginal people is often cited as the chief cause of increased detention rates. Available figures show, however, that the trend towards higher rates of incarceration had commenced some years before the legalisation of alcohol consumption. Increased rates of incarceration in police cells and prisons coincided with the time that other types of Aboriginal institutionalisation were phased out. The Assimilation Policy of the 1950s led more Aboriginal people to move into towns, resulting in greater visibility than when 'locked' away on reserves and missions. In the 1960s and 70s, greater mechanisation, rural recession, and to a lesser extent, the introduction of equal wages in the pastoral industry, led to higher unemployment rates. Less employer control and the disbandment (sometimes enforced by
employers) of supervised work-related camps had a similar effect to shifting Aborigines off the reserves.

Only scattered historical statistics exist on Aboriginal detention rates and incarceration, as separate records for Aboriginal people were rarely kept, but the South Australian statistics provide a spiralling example. The rates of South Australian Aboriginal people in the prison population during the nineteenth century were fairly low—varying between 2 and 7 per cent. From 1905–30 'black and coloured' represented 2.4 per cent admissions, or less than 1 per cent of the Aboriginal population of South Australia. In the years 1956–69, the proportion of admissions steadily rose to 25 per cent of the total. Until the late 1940s, Queensland's Aboriginal people represented only a small though not insignificant percentage of the prison population. Reflecting the tightening reign on reserve dwellers, from 1901 numbers held in prisons decreased, with 6.7 per cent of the prison population in 1902 and 1.4 per cent in 1931. In Western Australia during the 1950–58 period, the rates of convictions for Aboriginal people were climbing steadily, with a more rapid jump between 1955 and 1960. By 1965, Aboriginal people in Western Australia represented 30 per cent of the prison population, compared with an estimated 2–3 per cent of the overall population.

Of Aboriginal people who were charged, most offences were relatively minor, against 'good order'. Drunkenness and obscene language were amongst the most common charges. In her study of Aboriginal people charged in Western Australia, Eggleston found that sentences discriminated against Aboriginal people, with prison sentences much more likely for Aboriginal offenders. Minor convictions soon led to long criminal records. C.D. Rowley's 1965 survey of Victoria, New South Wales and South Australia found that Aboriginal people were subjected to disproportionately high charge rates. In common with wider patterns, very few women were charged. Men were thought to require this type of discipline and had a greater interest in alcohol.

Poverty cannot be overlooked as a factor which precipitates crime. In biographies by now 'respectable' Aboriginal people, they reminisce with some amusement about theft as a necessary means to acquire things other people took for granted. Ruby Langford
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Ginibi thus appreciated the stolen money she was given for groceries when all her children were hungry, or the thoughtful present of turf for her backyard from a prison renegade. On her wedding day Mum Shirl's complete bridal outfit was 'hot'.

No sense of wrongdoing emerges in recalling these events, but rather a recognition of occasional theft as a worthwhile survival strategy. The hard work required to survive as an Aborigine—tough, often tragic lives combined with police harassment—led Langford to consider it unsurprising and not particularly 'serious' that one of her sons would have more than one conviction for firing guns at police cars.

The police, legal institutions and the media have often conceptualised Aboriginal groups as criminal classes, leading to increased detentions. Relations are seen as consorting with 'criminals' and despite the minor nature of their offences, the reputations of others are tarnished accordingly. The criminalisation experience is sometimes passed down through generations, to become a seemingly 'normal' way of life. Incarcerations in the family thus become a common experience for many Aboriginal families.

The wide array of other institutions to control Aboriginal people involved high degrees of confinement and isolation. Children's institutions were not only rigidly disciplined but punitive. At Carrolup Settlement in Western Australia, young children were confined in a lock-up known as the 'Boob'. The case of a girl punished for over 60 days because she tried to return to her family was not uncommon. Reserve managers in Western Australia exerted control over marriage, diet, child-rearing, employment, and greatly restricted movement off reserves. Queensland reserves had similar policies: Aboriginal people who rocked the boat by requesting their own earnings, which were held in trust funds, could be banished to Palm Island. New South Wales reserve dwellers who complained about unfair withholding of rations were punished by their own or their children's banishment. Exile on another reserve far from kin and community was a way of keeping Aboriginal people subservient to the wishes of the Board and deterring political activism. Aboriginal people had virtually no recourse to appeal such decisions.

Once Aboriginal people moved nearer to centres of white
settlement, any non-conforming behaviour became more visible and likely to meet opposition. Rising tensions between Aboriginal people and local communities were fuelled by many factors, and during the 1970s and 80s some local councils in New South Wales colluded with police and other authorities to improve their ‘tidy town’ image. Arrest rates rose rapidly, and media reports of ‘race riots’ further exaggerated the tensions.

The rhetoric and rationales for earlier protectionist policies were premised on paternalistic notions which defined Aboriginal people as a ‘child race’ requiring the sort of ‘supervision’ (the word ‘surveillance’ was thus not used), the ‘gentle hand to guide’ that children required. They were therefore to be controlled and punished in a different way to other adults. Assumed too mentally immature for responsibility for their actions, the prison system was not necessarily seen as the logical place for them, or at least not the first point of recourse. But after the 1950s, international opinion pushed Australia closer towards granting equal rights to Aboriginal people. A process of ‘exemptions’ in various states gave Aborigines the right to drink alcohol, though to gain a certificate, one had to reject links with Aboriginal lifestyle and kin. Without ‘good behaviour’, most certificates could be cancelled. In many towns, Aborigines were still excluded from public areas such as swimming pools and shops, prompting Charles Perkins to organise the Freedom Rides of 1965.

If Aborigines did not conform to the cultural strictures of the colonisers’ society or fulfil their expectations as amenable servile workers, they were categorised as ‘bad types’ who needed policing. Incarceration through the gaol system was the updated method of control, exclusion, and discipline. That prison could become a key normative institution to teach ‘civilisation’ to the indigenous people is one of the implicit contradictions of colonialism.

PUNISHMENT AND SURVEILLANCE

Aboriginal people as a group have been the target of various forms of discipline and surveillance—starting often through the barrel of a gun during the ‘frontier’ eras, then changing into the
restrictions affecting mobility and personal liberty policed by mission and reserve authorities.

Changing attitudes to crime and punishment accompanied the social sciences of psychology, psychiatry, criminal anthropology and criminology. In the nineteenth century, alcohol and the vices of civilisation were considered factors which led Aboriginal people to gaol. In an 1887 report on the management of Queensland prisons, imprisonment was considered to have no meaning for Aboriginal people and no deterrent effect. Recommended instead was solitary confinement, of which Aboriginal people were terrified. Although they were to receive the same diet as white prisoners, they were segregated from them. After the experience of Van Diemen's Land, and imprisonment elsewhere, it was found that Aboriginal people did not survive when confined. This was noted in a medical report on Aboriginal people detained for mental health reasons. Imprisonment on an island was considered preferable to 'close confinement' which was 'prejudicial to their health' 'though tempered by many unaccustomed comforts' it was 'the great factor in shortening life'.

Physical punishment of Aboriginal people continued, despite its rejection as brutal in nineteenth century Europe. In frontier regions, physical punishment was even more common. Settler folklore included the belief that Aboriginal people had especially thick skulls and it was almost impossible to strike hard enough to kill them. In Western Australia, justices of the peace could legally lash male offenders 24 times in a row. Native Police were flogged, and troopers, missionaries, employers and reserve managers all considered this an acceptable means of punishing Aboriginal people. One New South Wales reserve manager carried around a rifle, firing occasionally for effect, while another belted people with a baton. Reverend James Watson of Milingimbi admitted in 1925 to using the stockwhip on Aboriginal men, allegedly to punish them for assaulting their wives. Judge Wells of the Supreme Court of the Northern Territory stated in 1938 that 'the only punishment aboriginals appreciate, is a flogging. This has been suggested as the proper punishment for aboriginals by many who know them.' For more serious
Men being brought into a police station in neck chains, c 1920. Dozens of photographs of Aborigines in chains provide evocative evidence of the style of white justice against Aborigines. Battye Library, Library Board of Western Australia, 68174P

Offences, he recommended execution, and was angered when the government commuted death sentences to life imprisonment.93

Neck and leg chains were used on arrested Aboriginal prisoners in the Centre, north and parts of Western Australia until the 1930s, even though the nearest police lock-up was miles away. Aboriginal chain gangs also conducted road works. H.D. Moseley, who headed a 1934 Royal Commission to consider the ‘Aboriginal problem’, determined that neck chains were humane.94 On the one hand, the need for chains implied great success as escapists, but the symbolism of such entrapment and the discomfort it brought was a powerful demonstration of colonial authority.

A continuing Australian tradition of differential treatment in enforcing ‘justice’ reflects the deeper conflicts ensuing between coloniser and colonised. Vengeance policies were commonplace and remained so into the twentieth century. In the 1930s, when Aboriginal people murdered a white man or Japanese men, as in the Caledon Bay murders, the government sent out police-led ‘punitive expeditions’. A Board of Enquiry was set up in 1935 to investigate cases of ‘ill-treatment’ by Constable McKinnon and
others in Central Australia. It was revealed that police whipped and thrashed station Aboriginal people. The Board recommended that the managers report any cases of ill-treatment of Aboriginal people, but it is doubtful this was put into practice. In response to humanitarian pressure from the south, the Superintendent of Police, A.V. Stretton, advised police the following year that they should be 'carefully guarded' in their actions towards Aboriginal prisoners. Stretton advised 'discretion with firearms and recommended the use of lighter chains; he banned punitive patrols and the use of violence in interrogations'.

As traditional forms of Aboriginal justice and punishment were not recognised, Aboriginal people were sometimes charged and/or punished for enforcing their laws. Punishment might entail a spearing in the leg or an execution. An 1887 Report on Queensland prisons lamented the injustice of Aboriginal people being punished twice 'by the law of the race which has dispossessed him of his hunting grounds and taught him the vices of civilisation'. In many cases, however, unless they concerned a non-Aboriginal person or were carried out in the eyes of the law, government authorities ignored intra-Aboriginal violence.

When the 'civilisers', especially missionaries, wanted to curb the violent traditional punishment they commonly did so by using violence themselves. Aboriginal people's supposed closeness to brutes was justification for corporal punishment. Physical suffering was imposed to make Aboriginal people less of a threat to whites. For good colonising motives other contemporary values could be suspended. Yet it is a strange paradox that such punishment, then considered uncivilised in western societies, was condoned as a means of 'civilising' the Aboriginal people.

While the aim of a gaol punishment for non-Aboriginal people was to deprive the offender of individual liberty, this was not considered enough to bring home any message to Aboriginal people. Colonial conquest had already deprived Aboriginal people of their past liberty, including the sites at which they could drink water, hunt, camp and meet their kin. They were denied citizenship rights and the reserve system did not permit them to make decisions about their own lives; its rigid social order was supposed to be a crash course in civilisation but it meant Aborig-
inal people were often cut off from the outside world and were not allowed to manage their own affairs.  

Thousands of Aboriginal families were thus kept in a form of custody on segregated reserves. Custody has been defined as 'safe keeping, protection, charge, care, guardianship' as well as the more judicial 'the keeping of an officer of justice; confinement, imprisonment, durance'. Supervised missions and reserves were highly regimented. While the Northern Territory had more of a laissez faire policy than the states, from the 1930s, systematic records listed data relating to names, tribe, spouse, offspring, medical history, employment record, and police convictions. In 1932, the Chief Protector of Aborigines ordered each Aborigine in the Darwin district to be issued with a bronze numbered disk after a medical inspection and taking of fingerprints. Aborigines were supposed to wear the disks around their necks on red tape provided, but they refused to do so, labelling them 'dog tags' after another recently introduced government initiative. Aboriginal people of mixed-descent were subject to greater scrutiny, taken from their parents at a young age and forced to live in sub-standard accommodation which was both overcrowded and a fire hazard.

The New South Wales managers of government reserves were ill-trained and unpredictable. Backgrounds in management or experience with Aboriginal people were not required, but rather 'firmness', and a head for paperwork and figures. Former policemen, colonial administrators, regimental sergeant-majors and prison warders were welcome. A manager's duties included teaching children and maintaining school records, writing daily, weekly, monthly and annual reports, inspecting and repairing the houses and equipment, entertaining official visitors, collecting rent, supervising work gangs, distributing rations, and enforcing an array of mostly petty regulations. Some managers were decent but there were no real curbs on managerial conduct, and with co-operative police and magistrates, the place could become a 'concentration camp'. Aboriginal people recall tyrannical managers constantly calling in the police to remove people from the mission—as Les Coe explained, they 'treated you like bloody mongrel dogs'. While prisons might be seen as the most extreme example of
institutionalisation, their structure and motives were not entirely
dissimilar to Aboriginal reserves; as such they were part of a cultural
continuum of discipline and socialisation.

Aborigines, however, did not, and today do not, see imprison-
ment as shameful. The mother of one young man who was found
hanged in gaol stated that he was not afraid of prison, as though
this was proof of masculinity or personal strength. It was certainly
something well within the realms of personal or family experience.
Past institutionalisation of self or parents on a regimented mission
or reserve could even make it seem like 'home'. These formative
experiences were probably interpreted as punishment or discipline
anyway although children could be detained in delinquents homes
on the basis of their colour alone. Although Aboriginal people at
first feared gaol it later become a challenge, a test of one's ability
to cope with this white controlled environment. Fear of possible
death could add a further edge to this 'trial by ordeal'.

The elderly Gurindji woman, Amy Laurie described her life-
style during the 1960s and early 70s:

> When I was a drunken woman the police got me for
drunk-an'-run-around, and that's why I left the grog. I used to
end up in gaol all the time—three months. They didn't think
about me, an old woman, but I spent three months down
Broome. Five times I went there. Oh, I used to have a good
ride too—down and back! I reckon gaol is alright. They feed
you really well, and pay you, so you come back with your own
money when you work around. They used to ask me, 'How
come you come back in gaol again?' 'Why? Because you have
everything here.' Oh, I don't like it now.103

Amy had alternative explanations of why she gave up drinking.
Gaol may have had an element of travel and adventure, and
although the living conditions were comfortable compared with
what she was used to, she hinted at the loneliness and isolation.
Aboriginal attitudes to gaol highlight the material inequalities in
Australian society and even the ludicrousness of punishing people
whose ordinary lives would be considered punishment by those
belonging to most other groups.

But material ease is not everything. Socially, gaols were of
course lonely and threatening, and it was difficult to get away
from the tensions associated with white people and strange Abor-
ignes. There is also evidence, however, of Aboriginal solidarity
in gaols, exchanges of song cycles and ritual business between
clans. 104 Then there are the possibilities of an evolving Aboriginal
‘gaol culture’. Unfortunately suicide by hanging has become an
option within this cultural framework.

Aboriginal spokespersons have stated that membership of the
colonised class makes them feel confined and imprisoned, and so
to be actually locked up in a gaol is the last straw. This is a
telling reflection of Aboriginal consciousness about their position
in Australian society. Aboriginal perceptions of and reactions to
custody are closely linked with the intricacies of colonial power
relations. Aboriginal people are perceived and perceive themselves
as ‘losers’ in a conflict where white Australians were victorious,
having celebrated this for many years in works of history and
nationalistic ceremonies such as Australia Day. Colonialism did
not start and end on a specific date. If we accept that it is the
story of one group’s attempt to gain and maintain hegemony over
another group, then it never ends because domination can never
be total. The exception is when the group subject to colonialism
is totally obliterated.

RESISTANCE TO COLONIALISM

Aboriginal people have occupied an ambiguous place in the
Australian nation. After 1942, under Japanese attack, Australia
faced its greatest outside threat. Thousands of Aborigines rallied
to defend the land against the enemy but others revealed their
understanding to be quite different. The Australian Government
was nervous about their loyalty, fearing a fifth column amongst
their ranks, especially in remote areas. Waddi Boyoi wanted to
negotiate peace in the north-west without anyone getting killed;
he reasoned, why not let the whites have one bit of his land and
the Japanese the other bit; the local Aborigines would have some
left too and they could all share his traditional land. 105 Many
Aborigines thus continued to see themselves as the real landown-
ers, and indeed in the north, they had only recently been usurped
by what became White Australia.
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The tragic heritage of colonialism poses a huge problem for Australian society. Until recently even 'sympathetic' and well-informed white Australians described the situation of Aboriginal people as the 'Aboriginal problem'. Popular conceptions continue to frame the issue this way, asking 'What is the solution?' as though it will be 'solved' by non-Aboriginal people. Earlier administrators such as C.E. Cook, Chief Protector of Aboriginal people in the Northern Territory in the 1920s, perceived 'the Aboriginal problem' as a 'half-caste problem' because the 'full-bloods' would die out. Aboriginal survival was therefore the 'problem', as it made things rather messy. Only in Tasmania did colonists believe the colonising process was complete. The quest for 'real Aborigines' still appeals to many Europeans today as a means of excluding less physically identifiable people of Aboriginal descent. Lowering the numbers is one way of lessening the 'problem'. This extinction myth, perhaps convenient for white residents, is repeatedly challenged by Tasmania's Aboriginal population. It is no coincidence that a spokesperson like Michael Mansell reacts to past non-recognition by making himself and his people's survival so visible.

As we have seen, the surveillance of personal lives, sexual relations, hygiene, child-rearing and general housekeeping became very intrusive in the 'welfare' era. Aboriginal women and men were not given the chance of self-policing but had to put up with inspectors and police with great powers over their financial security and family life. Heavy surveillance of Aboriginal families led to greater institutionalisation and police and prison detention rates. As an easily identifiable and disadvantaged social group, they continue to be greatly over-represented in charge and detention rates. Western Australia has the worst record of 29 times the rates for non-Aborigines. In a depressing irony, the State thus ensured that many of the Aboriginal people have become a type of convict class in contemporary society.

Aborigines' relationship to the nation has remained ambiguous, leading many to argue that they now wish to be recognised as an indigenous nation, or nations within the nation. Aboriginal people have long suffered a protracted campaign of exclusion from the public sphere; until the late 1960s and early 1970s they could
Government policies emphasised health issues and targeted Aboriginal parenting practices. Mothers such as these Delissaville women were told to care for their babies in the 1950s fashion of regimented routines and western hygiene products. Yet basic infrastructure such as running water was often unavailable to complement the lessons. The official caption to this photograph reads: 'The Baby Clinic and Mothercraft Centre is a greatly valued amenity enjoyed by the residents of the Delissaville government settlement, in the Northern Territory. Aboriginal mothers have taken to the system with enthusiasm; and with great benefit to themselves and their families.' AUSTRALIAN NEWS AND INFORMATION BUREAU, PHOTOGRAPH BY J. TANNER, L25349

be officially excluded from main streets, parks, public swimming pools, public bars, the census and the vote. Exclusions now continue surreptitiously and police are sometimes used to implement them. It is hardly surprising then, that Aboriginal resistance to white authority is often specifically directed against the police.

As earlier discussed, the history of Aboriginal groups has varied a great deal regionally, with some clans suffering devastating
depopulation. Others retained more autonomy, language, cultural knowledge, and land associations. In the case of the Torres Strait Islands, a relatively independent employment history, geographic separation and cultural differences also set them apart. In northern Australia, a later frontier, a history of economic failures and a small non-Aboriginal population enabled Aboriginal people to maintain a certain autonomy over their lives and to a relatively large extent, maintain traditional land associations and spiritual lives. The Northern Territory Land Rights Act 1976 helped lead to cultural revitalisation and provided a power base as well as many side benefits such as negotiation, legal and employment experience. Sometimes reserves or pastoral stations formed a basis for community organisation. The largest reserves were in Queensland, Western Australia and the Northern Territory. Earlier State education on the Queensland reserves has had spin-offs in Aboriginal people who are better educated than those in many other regions. Smaller reserves, such as Lake Tyers in Victoria, have also enabled Aboriginal communities to use these bases for mobilisation. But the more repressive the regime, the more likely it was that those who left the reserves would rebel and angrily assert their rights.

The reserves system has, however, also created a legacy of helplessness and inadequacy. While a strong sense of shared identity emerged from such institutionalisation, 'inmates', as they were often called, were deprived of decision-making powers over their lives and that of their families. They were denied management of many aspects of their own affairs, including their bank accounts, their children's schooling, whether they exercised their democratic rights. During the 1980s, governments in these states persistently blocked or limited land rights and have not encouraged Aboriginal studies education.

Racism and colonialism were far more powerful forces than sexism in the lives of Aboriginal people, however, Aboriginal men's historical experiences certainly differed from women's. In the colonial context, women were expected to centre their lives on the family, which in the twentieth century came to mean the nuclear family in a suburban house, while the male was expected to be the breadwinner. The gender-power relations of colonialism
A group of boys wearing Boys Brigade uniform, Ooldea, salute the British flag. Here the potent symbols of uniforms, flag and militaristic regimentation suggest that 'civilisation' was being taught to Aboriginal boys amidst desert dunes and spinifex. SOUTH AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL HERITAGE PHOTOGRAPHIC COLLECTION, DEPARTMENT OF STATE ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS

meant that Aboriginal women were in demand by colonial men but relationships between Aboriginal men and white women were taboo.

Both men and women suffered conflicting pressures from their own communities and white authorities. They often resisted European pressures, preferring extended family arrangements even though they might break housing rules, and more flexible working arrangements which left them more vulnerable in the labour market. But the loss of independent means of production, virtually no land or chance to accumulate capital, and their confined lives on reserves severely curbed opportunities. Whenever the job market shrank, Aboriginal men found themselves unemployed and they were also excluded from white male focal points. While they were not permitted into public bars in many states until the 1960s, alcohol, obtained illegally, offered an escape from humiliation, and,
as in many countries, it continues to be more popular amongst men than women. In some communities there are few other means by which men can prove their manliness and worth. The old rituals have gone and new initiations are sought. Puberty, a desire to prove manliness, drinking and gaol are not uncommonly linked amongst Aboriginal men. Girls and women suffer drug abuse, alcohol-related domestic violence and high rates of early death. The sorts of pressures they face are little understood.

Earlier Aboriginal heroes like Pemulwuy in New South Wales, Nemarluk in the Northern Territory and Pigeon or Jandamarra of Western Australia, made amazing escapes from police and prison confinement. Similarly Aboriginal bushrangers or warriors such as Rebel, Mosquito and Murdering Tommy were admired for their defiance of the white military and police. That Aboriginal people are not ashamed of having been in gaol also expresses their defiance towards the white legal system. Aboriginal people continue to daringly escape today, though the long periods of imprisonment that result make it a rather tragic form of resistance.

Throughout Australia, Aboriginal individuals and families were engaged in more positive struggles. To maintain as much independence and family unity as possible has been difficult but for those who succeeded, worthwhile. Many battled to stay off reserves, while others just kept to themselves, avoiding police or other authorities and bureaucratic control. Less is known about these people than those who were under constant surveillance. Amongst those who came under rigorous control were many who struggled to retain personal space. Some did so through the forbidden pleasures of gambling, petty theft, swearing or drinking.

The political struggles of Aboriginal people had a profound impact. Spokespersons like William Cooper waged patient and ingenious battles through lobbying politicians for human rights and political representation, while the Cumerangunja people staged strikes to protest against infringement of their rights and attracted union and community support. Struggling for decent living conditions and pay, Aboriginal pastoral workers went on strike in the Pilbara in the 1940s, and in the Northern Territory in the 1960s and 70s. Land rights were also fundamental to their protests. The people of Noonkanbah and Mapoon staged lengthy campaigns to
protect their land and community from desecration and displacement by mining. The Day of Mourning staged on Australia Day, 1938, was a national meeting of Aborigines which demanded citizenship and human rights. The persistent lobbying by the Federal Council for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Advancement (FCAATSII) and the footwork of activists like Kath Walker (later Oodgeroo Noonuccal) that achieved the successful result of the 1967 Referendum. Henceforth Aborigines would be counted in the national Census for the first time and the Commonwealth could override state powers in regard to Aborigines. More recently, Aboriginal leaders like Pat Dodson have done outstanding work towards national reconciliation, while highly skilled advocates and negotiators such as Noel Pearson, Mick Dodson, Marcia Langton and Lois O’Donaghue helped achieve the historic victory of national land rights under the Native Title Act 1993.

Throughout Australia, Aboriginal people have resisted the total domination of the newcomers over their land, bodies and minds. But they have also lent their trust to the newcomers, and openly shared these things with them. The history of negotiation, interaction and co-operation between Aboriginal people and Europeans still needs to be told. Aboriginal people worked for the white people, they married and cohabited with them, especially the women, and raised families. Aboriginal people shared their knowledge of the landscape and their bush expertise, as well as their Dreaming stories, their art, their ritual songs and dances. Aboriginal people have often reached out with hope and trust to forge a better future for themselves and for white people in this country. The only way a better future can happen is if both sides are willing to cross that colonising divide and talk about making amends for the past. Land rights are a priority but this must also happen in regard to education, health, employment, in changing attitudes, and above all in Australians opening themselves to the stories of the tragedies as well as the stories of healing, of co-operation, of negotiation and reconciliation.

The case reports of deaths in custody are revealing examples of how the history of colonialism and especially State intrusion have tragically affected Aboriginal families and individuals. Biographies and autobiographies of people like Margaret Tucker,
Charles Perkins, Grant Ngabidj, Jack Sullivan, Ruby Langford Ginibi and Ida West tell stories of struggle and survival, often humourously, and often with much hope for the future. It is important that all Australians take urgent heed of both the tragedies and the stories with happier endings. As the acclaimed writer and artist Sally Morgan eloquently wrote:

In the telling we assert the validity of our own experiences and we call the silence of two hundred years a lie. And it is important for you, the listener, because like it or not, we are part of you. We have to find a way of living together in this country, and that will only come when our hearts, minds and wills are set towards reconciliation. It will only come when thousands of stories have been spoken and listened to with understanding.111
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